In order to determine stream structure within the meteoroid orbital dust cloud, which may help in our understanding of progenitor comet and asteroid bodies, a method involving dissimilarity functions called D-criteria must be used. It is important to understand the response of these criteria to particular orbital orientations. Simulations are performed to determine the applicability of four D-criteria functions in retrieving meteor stream members, with due regard for sporadic background intrusion, in radar detected data sets. The AMOR data set is used as a particular example of the latter. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Stream structure within the meteoroid orbital dust cloud yields important information about the past and present orbits of progenitor comets and asteroids. In order to retrieve known streams from a data set or, for example, to determine the association of meteoroid orbits with those of other bodies such as comets: a method involving orbital comparison via dissimilarity functions must be used. Over the past 50 years several such dissimilarity functions have been introduced which have been collectively labelled D-criteria. It is important to understand the differing response of these criteria to particular orbital orientations. The purpose of this paper is to determine the applicability of these functions to the study of radar meteors, in particular. Meteors observed in this fashion, as distinct from those determined by precise visual methods such as TV and still-shot cameras, have measurement uncertainties which have been shown to be comparable to the spread arising from their orbital distributions (e.g. Galligan 2001) .
When searching for stream members Lindblad (1971a) lists two methods which may be used. A method which is often used (e.g. Lindblad 1971a,b; Jopek, Valsecchi & Froeschlé 1998 ) involves a serial-association search where an orbital data set is intracompared using D-criteria. This procedure, which requires no a priori knowledge of the stream content, is the classical singlelinkage cluster analysis method. The other method discussed involves direct comparison, here all orbits within a certain dissimilarity of a given mean stream orbit are accepted as members of the stream. The D-criteria response tests in the current study apply this direct comparison method using a set of known stream orbits. The data set of ,5 Â 10 5 high-quality orbits corresponding to meteors on elliptic orbits ðe , 1Þ detected between 1995 and 2000 by the Advanced Meteor Orbit Radar system (AMOR) in New Zealand has been used to perform the tests here. AMOR (Baggaley & Bennett 1996) is one of the most sensitive orbit-determining meteor radars built and therefore it is expected, according to the mass distribution law of meteoroids, that its data set will be dominated by very small non-stream particles. In searching this data set therefore a critical balance must be struck between the level at which stream retrieval is ended and the acceptable level of sporadic (non-stream) intrusion.
D -C R I T E R I A
The first D-criteria was introduced by Southworth & Hawkins (1963) 
The most recent D-criteria is that introduced by Valsecchi, Jopek & Froeschle (1999) . This function is the most transparently based on the physical difference between the orbits
where
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Here U is the unperturbed geocentric speed just prior to impact, (u, f) define the direction of the radiant in a frame moving with the Earth about the Sun, and l is the ecliptic longitude of the Earth at meteoroid impact. cos u is used in the calculation as it is linearly proportional to a 21 , the orbital energy. The weighting factors w i are all set in the current study to 1 as per Valsecchi et al.
Applicability to radar meteor orbits
The four D-criteria all rely on their ability to compare orbits on the basis of orbital energy difference. Radar meteoroid orbits, however, are generally measured with uncertainties an order of magnitude higher than those determined photographically where the stream spread exceeded that due to uncertainties. Previous studies using the D-criteria normally involve photographic rather than radar data sets. Nilsson (1964) , applying a serial-association technique to radar data, measures orbital differences on the basis of differences between their elements. He tests each parameter separately for association as opposed to the additive calculation used in the D-criteria. Orbits are considered to be associated when j1/ a 1 2 1/ a 2 j # 0:15 au 21 ;
je 1 2 e 2 j # 0:07;
(n is the true anomaly of the meteoroid) where the total range of the grouping is not allowed to exceed twice that of these limits. These conditions are assumed to cover the real spatial spread of shower orbits and the central part of the measurement uncertainty induced spread. Nilsson notes that his test is stricter than that provided by D SH . Kashcheev & Lebedinets (1967) in serial-association searches of data find that use of D SH in searching their radar data set is inappropriate due to this measurement concern and they instead partition meteors by month and speed interval and search the radiant space in each partition for enhancement. A test similar to that of Nilsson is then used to determine the reality of the candidate streams. In contrast, Gartrell & Elford (1975) perform serial-association searches using D SH on data obtained from the same Adelaide radar system used by Nilsson. They also use Nilsson's technique and find that these techniques yield essentially the same groupings. This indicates that D-criteria may be used in searches on radar meteor data with the understanding that orbital differences may be based as much on measurement uncertainties as they are on physical differences between the orbits.
S P O R A D I C M E T E O R I N T R U S I O N P E R F O R M A N C E
It is important when searching for stream members in a data set to limit the contamination by non-stream sporadics. This section explores the response of two of the dissimilarity functions to the non-stream background. D SH has been chosen as this is a procedure often used today; for contrast, D N is included as it presents a completely different approach to the orbit comparison problem. Results for D H and D D are expected to broadly mirror those of D SH . The data set used in these tests consists of all ,10 5 meteoroids having elliptic orbits catalogued by AMOR during the equinoctial year beginning at the vernal equinox of 1997. Owing to the high density of meteors in near-ecliptic orbits and the differing uncertainty regimes, the data set provided by AMOR has been partitioned on the basis of inclination. Five partitions are defined: (i) all meteors, (ii) i # 108, (iii) 358 # i # 558, (iv) 1258 # i # 1458 and (v) i . 1708. Partitions (ii) and (v) correspond to the nearecliptic meteors orbiting in the prograde and retrograde directions respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 partition (ii) is the highest density region of the inclination distribution holding ,17 per cent of the total meteor population while (v) holds only ,6 per cent. Partitions (iii) and (iv) correspond to mid-inclination regions in the prograde and retrograde regions respectively. The (ii,v) and (iii,iv) pairs are each symmetric about the ecliptic North pole.
In each inclination-defined partition, orbits have been selected at set number intervals to produce a subset containing 2000 to 3000 orbits. Each orbit in each of these subsets is then compared with the whole data set (excluding self-comparison) using the D-criteria. The average number of associated orbits in each partition is then noted as the cut-off level is increased. The implicit assumption in these tests is that the AMOR data set is predominated by nonstream particles as discussed in the introduction. This assumption is supported by Galligan (2001) who has established that only a few showers, all of which are major, are detectable in the same data set under study presently. which leads to v and V effectively becoming one parameter: v ¼ ðv 1 VÞ. The near-ecliptic retrograde population (v), when using D SH , also has a high level of intrusion which is only diminished compared with (i) due to the lower orbital density in (v) . Conversely, D N shows the lowest level of sporadic intrusion for any partition in (v). D SH treats the mid-prograde and midretrograde inclination partitions (iii and iv) equivalently, as might be expected from the symmetry. D N , however, experiences a higher incidence of sporadic intrusion in retrograde partition (iv) than in prograde partition (iii). Retrograde meteors appear from the direction of the apex of the Earth's way. As D N is related directly to the radiant direction, meteors detected from such a coherent 'source' using D N will experience very strong sporadic intrusion. D SH does not experience this phenomena as it is wholly based on the orbital geometry, i.e. not on local impact geometry.
An overall feature which illustrates the difference between D SH and D N is the compact nature of the sporadic intrusion curves for different inclination partitions when using D N as compared with the much greater spread achieved by D SH . This stability is a good reason to particularly recommend this relatively new dissimilarity function.
S T R E A M R E C OV E RY P E R F O R M A N C E
In order to test the performance of the D-criteria in regard to recovery of radar meteor orbit stream members, a data set comprising 45 stream orbits has been selected. This data set is made up from a subset of 277 meteor streams (some repeated) published in six sources: Cook's (1973) standard list of meteor showers which includes all of the major and also many minor showers; the results of the precise photographic serial-association searches of Lindblad (1971a) and (1971b) ; the serial-association search of 3675 radar and 865 photographically detected meteors (Jopek et al. 1998 ) (the latter is the same data set searched by Lindblad (1971a) but yields slightly different stream outcomes owing to a different search technique); and a search of meteoroid orbits as detected by the Adelaide radar system (Gartrell & Elford 1975) . The 45 mean stream orbits are selected on the basis that there must be at least a single associated AMOR observed orbit within a tightly constrained D SH , 0:04 of the mean: most of the original streams are only measurable by radar installations further North. For each of these mean orbits a typical AMOR observation has been chosen which is closest.
Each AMOR reduced orbit derives from the measurement of several fundamental parameters: the echo elevation angle (C), the time of detection (t) and the time-lags between appearance of the meteor at each of the three receiver sites (L 12 and L 13 ); the echo azimuth angle (A) is implicitly located due to the narrow azimuthal (,28) width of the beam (Baggaley et al. 1994 ). Here we wish to produce synthetic distributions of valid meteoroid orbits for each stream which are similar to those which would be expected to be measured. Galligan (2001) has shown that the spread in AMOR meteoroid stream parameters is similar to that implied by the individual orbital parameter measurement uncertainties. Hence, in the current study, each of the 45 representative stream particles has been used as a mean orbit about which distributions have been formed on the basis of this uncertainty based spread. A Monte Carlo simulation has been applied leading to the production of 5 Â 10 4 synthetic fundamental parameter sets per stream from which orbits have been reduced. In the case of L 12 , L 13 , and C, the random values have been selected from Gaussian distributions with standard deviations equal to the assumed measurement uncertainties: 1.4 radar pulses (2.64 ms) for time-lags and 08 : 5 for elevation. A Gaussian distribution in t with a standard deviation of 18 of mean solar longitude has been used to allow for some temporal spread in stream detection. Owing to the lack of exact knowledge of the azimuthal position of the meteor echo in the beam, a Normal distribution 2s wide in A has also been applied.
For each meteor stream studied each of the D-criteria have been used in an attempt to recover the simulated stream members based on direct-comparison with the originating meteoroid orbit. Similarly to the sporadic intrusion section, streams are partitioned on the basis of inclination. (Drummond 1981) , requires close to half this amount in most cases for similar performance. D N acts differently from the other criteria: it is reasonably stable in its cutoff over the whole prograde inclination range.
In all cases retrograde orbits are shown to require exceptionally high values dissimilarity values for stream retrieval. For D SH and D H the 0.4 limit set for 90 per cent retrieval does not even allow the appearance of the h Aquarids ði . 1648Þ as it appears above this limit (see Fig. 4 ). Such retrograde streams appear at very high observed speeds and therefore experience a large uncertainty in orbital parameter measurements: for example there is ,0.3 uncertainty in orbital eccentricity measurements for the h Aquarids. The high cut-off values required to retrieve retrograde streams, even at the 50 per cent level, allow large scope for sporadic intrusion. Owing to the inherent measurement uncertainty in such meteors there is little that can be done to allow the D-criteria to differentiate stream and non-stream members better, instead the important focus in this area should be reduction of such uncertainties wherever possible so that such large cut-offs are not required. Table 1 have a perihelion distance less than 0.1 au and hence division by the sum of parameters close to this value increases the D-criteria cut-off required for stream retrieval.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The performance of the four standard dissimilarity functions has been explored in the recovery of simulated meteor showers. It has been shown that in the near-ecliptic region, in all cases, a low cutoff value suffices to retrieve most of the stream members while at higher inclinations a higher cut-off is normally required. Of the four functions Valsecchi et al.'s (1999) D N is found to be the most stable over a range of prograde orbital inclination angles with little of the aforementioned changes in cut-off level being required for stream retrieval. The physical basis to this criteria is also more immediately established. Southworth & Hawkins's (1963) D SH is also found to function competently: however, the response to the sporadic background and indeed to the recovery of streams at different inclination angles is shown to vary markedly. D N , therefore may be especially recommended for serial-association searches where there is no a priori knowledge of the inclination regimes of the stream structure contained while D SH will be apt to efficiently retrieve streams at different inclinations at widely differing cut-off levels.
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